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PROLOG in short!
n  Stands for PROgramming in LOGic!
n  Rather old language (starting in 1970s)!
n  No strong type concept (what types?)!
n  Unification without occur check!
n  Suffers a little bit from the LISP-version syndrome!
n  Key concepts:!

● Negation as failure!
● Closed world assumption!
● Knowledge (data) base control in language!
● No distinction between input and output!
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4.1. Representing data!

n  With PROLOG came a rather relaxed view on data 
structures: use terms to model them and have a few 
build-in data types and lists!

n  Later languages concentrated on providing complex 
build-in predicates that required additional build-in 
data types (many extensions dealt with constraint 
handling)!

n  But in general, representing data is just a by-product 
of defining predicates on data!
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Basic data types in PROLOG!

n  PROLOG has build-in predicates for numbers, 
characters and strings!

n  This implies that numbers, characters and strings are 
basic data types, but how exactly they are realized 
depends on the PROLOG variant you are using and 
the implementation of the variant on your machine!

n  PROLOG holds all clauses (rules) in a data base and 
therefore everything related to the base is also a data 
structure!

n  We will take a look at some of the build-in predicates 
in 4.3 !
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Terms as data types (I)!

n  As we have seen in functional programming, data 
types can be defined using constructors and 
recursion!

n  The term concept under PROLOG allows for similar 
constructs, although rather indirectly and without the 
compiler/run-time support of Haskell!

n  Enumeration: just define additional constants and 
use them in the predicates"
Note: you do not have to explicitely declare that a set 
of constants are an enumeration!
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Terms as data types (II)!
n  Tuples/records: use a function symbol with 

appropriate number of arguments to indicate a 
tuple/record:"
f(X1,…,Xn) or f(fieldname1(X1),…,fieldnamen(Xn))"
Example:"
date(day(X),month(Y),year(Z)) !

n  Recursion comes easily, since terms are recursively 
defined:"
tree(node(X),leaf,leaf) 
tree(node(X),left(tree(Y1,Y2,Y3)),right(Z)) 
tree(node(5),left(tree(node(2),leaf,leaf)), 

   right(tree(node(3),leaf,leaf))) 
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Terms as data types (III)!

n  For non-recursive definitions, instead of using a 
function symbol, we can also define a predicate:"
date(day(X),month(Y),year(Z))."
or "
date(day(X),month(Y),year(Z) :- X<32, Y<13, Z>1000, Z<3001. 

n  The later is very similar to list comprehensions!!
n  Note that in PROLOG, variables begin with a capital 

letter (or _) and functions, predicates and constants 
start with a small letter!!
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Lists!
n  Lists are a very important complex data type in 

PROLOG, since they add the possibility to have a 
structure that does not have a predefined number of 
elements!

n  Since we do not need to declare any data types, the 
elements that can be put into a list can be very varied 
(numbers, characters, all kinds of terms, other lists)!

n  The syntax for lists is very similar to Haskell:"
[]:   empty list "
[5, 7, f(X,g(Y)), [the, cat], X+Y] 

n  As usual, strings are lists of characters!
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Bags and sets!

n  Many PROLOG variants provide two higher-order 
predicates, bagof and setof, that act very similar to 
list comprehensions in generating a list of items that 
fulfill a certain predicate!

n  bagof(X,P,L) produces a list L of all items X such that 
the predicate P (as goal) is satisfied"
Usually, X occurs in P.!

n  setof(X,P,L) is similar to bagof, except that it eliminates 
duplicates in the list!
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4.2 Control constructs!

n  Similar to functional programming, logic 
programming prefers to control the program flow 
using recursion, several clauses to define predicates 
and unification (a more general concept than pattern 
matching)!

n  By allowing for several clauses in goals, in a natural 
way we already have a combination of manipulations 
into a single one!

n  Some languages also have some rudimentary loops, 
usually to deal with IO!
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Alternatives in PROLOG (I)!

n  A predicate is usually defined using several rules:"
length([],0). 
length([X|Y],Z+1) :- length(Y,Z). 

n  Then we follow the control process sketched for SLD-
resolution.!

n  Note that failure with one rule is not only failure of 
the unification, but can also be due to a failure in the 
tail:"
length(X,0) :- X=[]. 
length([X|Y],Z+1) :- length(Y,Z). "
never fails due to unification!!
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Alternatives in PROLOG (II)!

n  Instead of expressing an alternative by several rules, 
it is also possible to have an "or" within one rule, thus 
presenting two alternative ways how the defined 
predicate can be satisfied:"
max(X,Y,Max) :- 

 X>=Y,!,Max = X 
 ; 
 Max = Y 

n  Note the usage of the cut "!" to avoid evaluating the 
second alternative if the condition for the first one is 
fulfilled (see 4.5)!
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Explicit loops in PROLOG!

n  PROLOG has the repeat predicate that allows, 
together with the atom stop, for explicit loops!

n  In logical terms, repeat is a predicate that always 
succeeds. Therefore, whenever backtracking comes 
back to it, it allows for repeating all goals after it!

n  double :- 
 repeat, read(X),  (X = stop,! 
   ; 
   Y is X*X, write(Y), fail). 
! ! ! !!


